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Many-body electronic structures at transition-metal surfaces: 
Ni(001) 

Changfeng Chen 
Department of Physic$ Univenity of Nevada, Las Vegas, NV 8PlS4, USA 

Rmived 9 April 1992, in final form 22 September 1992 

AbslracL Exact-diagonalization calculations have k e n  performed to study the eleclronic 
stmcture of d band metal surfaces, with specific applications lo a Ni(WI) surface. Results 
d logl-densily-appmximalion band-structure calculations are laken as the slarting point. 
A realistic surface model of d electrons has been mnslmcted in a tight-binding Y-heme, 
with the strong short-range d-d correlation fully mken into account in a periodic small- 
cluster approach. Calculated results show some interesting features induced @ many-body 
effects. The implications and mnsequences of the mul ls  are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

The electronic and magnetic properties of transition-metal surfaces are of interest 
for the understanding of a wide variety of surface phenomena: magnetization 
enhancement at surfaces, changes of surface properties with adsorption, as well as the 
properties of metal-metal and metal-semiconductor interfaces. There is a large body 
of literature, both experimental and theoretical, on this subject. From the theoretical 
point of view, the major challenge is how to treat the strongly correlated itinerant d 
electrons in these materials. The local-spin density functional (LSDF) method provides 
us with a good description for the ground-state properties of bulk as well as surfaces, 
interfaces and superlattices of transition metals 111. However, despite its success, the 
LSDF method has some intrinsic problems in dealing with strongly correlated electron 
systems, such as transition metals [24]. There have been some attempts [SI to make 
improvements within the general bamework of LSDF. Recently we have proposed 
[6,7 to use a different approach to examine the d electron problem, in particular 
at reduced dimensionality where correlation effecb are expected to be stronger. We 
take the results of band calculations as the starting point and include the many-body 
effect in a periodic small-cluster approach (PSCA). In PsCA the single-particle and 
many-body effects are treated on an equal footing. The problem is made tractable by 
sampling only a few high-symmetry points in the Brillouin zone. This is equivalent to 
selecting a finite-size crystal in real space with periodic boundary conditions; thus the 
name PSCA This approach has been successfully applied to study many-body problems 
in various systems [MI, where local strong interactions are important. 

In the previous study [6 ,7 ,  we focused primarily on the thin-film structures of 
transition metals. Some conclusions on the surface properties were drawn from the 
calculations using free-standing thin slabs. While most of the qualitative conclusions 
on features induced by many-body effects at transition-metal surfaces are expected to 
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remain valid, we belizve that a more realistic surface model is necessary to provide a 
quantitatively better description and make it more sensible to compare the calculated 
results with experiments. It is also important to construct a realistic surface model in 
order to attack problems like surface adsorption, overlayer and interface properties. 
It is the purpose of this paper to present a surface model for transition metals, with 
specific applications to a Ni(001) surface, thus to extend our previous work on Ni thin 
films [6]. We calculate photoemission spectra of Ni(001) and study effects of the hole- 
hole interaction in the system. This problem in bulk Ni has been studied previously by 
several authors using various schemes of perturbation theory [9] and later using the 
exact-diagonalization method [lo]. Comparison between different theories has been 
given in [lo]. Because the d-d correlation effect in the photoemission process in 3d 
transition metals is intrinsically short ranged, application of the exact-diagonalization 
method has been quite successful. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the model Hamiltonian 
is introduced. In section 3, thc method of calculation is described. Section 4 is a 
discussion on the single-particle electronic structure. Section 5 presents the results of 
the calculated photoemission spectrum and the discussion on the many-body electronic 
structure. The conclusion is summarized in section 6. 

2. The model Hamiltonian 

In the previous study [6] of the thin-film photoemission spectrum of nickel metal, 
a {Ool) two-layer slab model was used. Here the same sampling of the surface 
Brillouin zone is chosen, but the slab is now connected to the bulk on one side 
in a tight-binding scheme, thus representing a realistic {Ool) surface structure at 
the single-particle level. The periodic boundary condition is only applied parallel 
to the surface. The many-body calculation is still restricted to the same four-atom 
tetrahedral cluster. However, the single-particle electronic structure is modified from 
the thin-film results by allowing the hopping of the particles between the top two 
layers and the bulk. This one-electron calculation provides a better starting point 
for the many-body cluster calculation of the surface structure. The following changes 
are introduced as a result of the presence of the surface. First, the symmetry at 
the surface is reduced from that of the bulk and free-standing slab. Therefore, the 
final Hamiltonian matrices to be diagonalized will be of higher dimensions. Second, 
the crystal-field effects are different because electrons near the surface experience 
a different local atomic environment. The change in kinetic-energy effects at the 
surface further modifies the single-particle band structure. 

The model Hamiltonian contains both single-particle and two-particle terms: 

where ij label atoms in the cluster; p ,  U, A ,  4 label the five d orbitals; n, d are spin 
labels. 
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The single-particle hopping terms l i p j v  are parametrized according to the Slater- 
Koster scheme [ll]. The tetrahedral cluster chosen here allows only nearest- 
neighbour hopping; in the restricted crystal the second-nearest neighbour of an atom 
is identical to itself. Only d electrons are explicitly included in the calculation. The 
s-like conduction band of nickel metal is treated as an electron reservoir which has 
‘absorbed‘ two electrons per cluster, leaving two d holes in the four-atom cluster, 
i.e. 0.5d hole per atom. This is the closest possible value to the theoretical [12] and 
experimental 1131 estimates of 0.56 hole per atom, since the method used here allows 
only an integral number of particles in the cluster. The SA hybridization and the 
d-d interaction beyond the nearest neighbours are taken into account by adjusting 
the d orbital energies to fit the results of all-electron band-structure calculations. The 
single-particle parameters are further adjusted to account for the modifications at the 
surface as discussed above. The d orbitals characterized by these parameters are then 
used in the many-body cluster calculation. 

The intra-atomic Coulomb interactions V,vx+  most generally allowed by atomic 
symmetry [14] are used. They include a direct Coulomb integral U, an average 
exchange integral J and an exchange anisotropy AJ. The value is chosen to he 
4.3 eV following the bulk calculation [lo] and the other parameters are set in the 
ratios U : J : A J  = 568: 1 based on the consideration of constraints imposed by 
atomic data and the screening effects in metals. It is expected that the value of U 
may increase at surfaces due to the more localized character of d electrons at reduced 
dimensionality. However, it has been found that a variation in U in the range of 
a few eV does not cause any substantial change in the calculated results. Due to 
this insensitivity of the calculated results to the value of U, there is no need here to 
actually adjust the bulk U to a more realistic surface U [15]. 

In the thin-film work [6] we have performed a crystal-field analysis. In the present 
surface structure, the energy shift of the five d orbitals are modified due to the change 
of local atomic environment. For atoms in the top (surface) layer, one has 

and for the second layer (the ‘bulk-like’ one, except that each atom has only five 
second neighbours instead of six in the true bulk environment [16]) 

where the subscripts al, pl, y l ,  61, €1 refer to the five d orbitals of symmetries 
( T ~  - 3rZ), (z2 - yz), zy, y r ,  tz in the top layer and a2, g2, 72, 62, €2 refer to 
the five d orbitals in the second (‘hulk-like’) layer. The contribution to the energy 
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lhbk L Hamiltonian parameters (energies are in eV below the Fermi level of bulk Ni 
metal). ?he subsclipts al, PI, 71, 61, and cl refer to the five d orbitals of symmetries 
(rZ - 3r2)), (zZ - y2), zy.  y r  and zl: in the lop layer of the surface structure, and a2, 
pZ, 72, 62, and r2 refer to the Same d orbilals in the semnd layer. 

(ddo) 0.446 
(ddn) -0.335 
(dd6) 0.098 

E,I 2234 
En1 2680 
E,I 0.267 
Es I 2417 
E, I 2417 
E,z 3.022 
Egz 2752 
E-,z 1.414 
Ea2 1.414 
Ed 1.414 

U 4.30 
J 0.614 
A J  0.077 

shift from each of the first and second neighbours d,, and d,, have already heen 
determined in the bulk crystal-field analysis [6]. 

All the Hamiltonian parameters for the surface structure are summarized in 
table 1. Energies are measured below the Fermi level of bulk nickel metal. The 
crystal-field induced d-orbital energy shifts are calculated such that the centre of 
gravity of the d manifold is kept unchanged. 

3. Method of calculation 

With five d orbitals per atom per spin, there are 40 orbitals in the four-atom cluster. 

the cluster. The photoemission process adds a third hole to the cluster, yielding 9880 
fmal states. Clearly, symmetries inherent in the Hamiltonian (2.1) must he exploited 
in order to diagonalize the Hamiltonian matrix. First, total spin in the cluster is 
a good quantum number. For the case of two holes in the cluster, there are 190 
triplets and 210 singlets. For the case of three holes in the cluster, there are 1140 
quartets and 2260 doublets. These spin states, with the exception of the singlets, 
can he divided into states with different total rcomponent S,, which is also a good 
quantum number. Here this symmetry simply causes the degeneracy for the states of 
the same S hut different S,. Therefore, in the calculations it is enough to include 
explicitly only those states with the highest S,. Furthermore, there is a space-group 
decomposition which is very elficient in reducing the matrix size. 

The space group of the surface structure discussed above is symmorphic of order 
8, a reduction hy a factor of 2 from that of the thin-film structure [6]. It is the 
direct product of the p i n t  group C, and the finite translational group T = {O, T } ,  

where T is the vector connecting the two sites in the surface layer in the cluster. 
This symmorphic space group possesses eight irreducible representations; all of them 

a:-..,.. "..-I.:-".-.-:", _̂"..Î _ >^ .2*,,. ?Or! .̂̂ .̂  ̂z.._ &.... I.̂,̂̂ :.. .I.̂ -~ ..._ 1 1̂̂.̂ ,.e uunqnc C v u t v m a L u c m I  ~ ~ ~ Y Z L ~ C ~ L L O  ync~u I -  OLOLCLI CUI  nu IIUIL.~ u t  ~iir B I ~ Y L ~ Y .  ~ L Y L I  VL 
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are one-dimensional, four at and four at x. Ihese and F, representations, 
labelled by the translational group k vectors, correspond to the following points of 
the two-dimensional square-surface Brillouin zone (which extends over the region 
- 2 T / Q  < &kz & I C ,  < 2?r /a ) :  

(0, 0) for f; 

( 2 T / Q ,  0) for 

where a is the cubic lattice. constant of the FCC structure. These two p in t s  constitute 
the finite sampling of the reciprocal space inherent in the PSCA. The character table of 
the group [17] is given in table 2. The irreducible representations listed above can be 
connected to those of the thin-film structure and bulk FCC structures via compatibility 
relations. These relations are given in table 3; they govern the manner of splitting or 
combination of these states when symmetry reduction or increment occurs. 

Table 2 Ihe character lablc of the four-atom-cluster symmorphic space group for the 
{ffll) FCC surface S ~ N C I U ~ .  Representations with braces are degenerate kcause of 
time-reveml symmetry. Ihe vector T is the Vanslation mnnecling the WO sites in the 
Same layer in lhe duster. 

- rz I - I  I - I  1 -1 1 - 1  

1 i - 1  -i I i -1 - I  

r4 I -i - 1  i I - 1  - 1  i 

Kt 1 1  1 1 - 1  -1  - 1  - I  
x2 1 - 1  1 -1 -1 1 - 1  1 

1 i - 1  - i  - I  -i 1 i 
Xa I -i -1 i -1 i 1 -i 

With a complete set of matrices that transform according to these irreducihle 
representations, it is possible to project out sets of symmetrized basis states. The 
grand orthogonal theorem and the matrix-element theorem guarantee that the 
Hamiltonian matrix will be in block diagonal form (with no mixing between states 
of different spin or spatial symmetry), when it is expanded in a symmetrized basis 
that has definite spin and transforms like the (1,l) elements of an irreducible 
representation of the symmetry group [18]. In the case of representations that have 
complex-valued (1,l) elements the projection is onto the subspace spanned by the 
complex representation and its conjugate so that all matrix elements are real. The 
price for having all-real matrix elements is that the size of the block corresponding to 
that particular representation is doubled. One might have to avoid this scheme and 
introduce. a complex-valued version of the projection procedure as the calculations 
really approach the limit of the computational power available. This is not the case 
in the present work. 

A symmetry-adapted computer (integer) algorithm was used to construct the 
projection operators from the matrix elements of the irreducible representations and 
operate on states with maximum total z-component of spin to generate symmetrized 
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Bbk 3. Compatibility relations between the represenlalions of the space p u p s  for the 
bulk, t h i n l l m  and surface strudures. ’ h e  bulk and thin-film representations are given 
in [22] and [6] Rspedively. ?he representations in parentheses indicate the thin-film-to- 
surface splitting pattern (only the non-obvious ones are aplicitly indicated). 

Representations of the Represenlalions of the Representations of the 
bulk ~truclure thin-film structure surface SlruC1”re 

71 

71 
71 + 7 3  
(72) + 7s 
( 7 4 )  + 75 

- 
XI 7 2  + XI - rl + x1 + x2 
x 2  7 4  + % - r2 +xl + x2 
x, 7 3 + ( X I ) + X 2  - r2 + (x3) + x4 
x4 71 + X I  + x2 - rl +xi + x4 
X5 75 + (XI) + Y + xs r, + F4 + XI + Xz +XI + (Q) 

Tabk 4 Sizcs of blocks of the various irreducible representations for the surface-structure 
space group. Due to the all-real-value projection procedure used in_he calculations (see 
the text for details), the block sizes of the representations TI(r4) and X j ( X 4 )  are 
doubled; lhe actually calculated largest block is of order 660. 

_ _  
- - - - - - r I  r2 r3 r4 XI x2 X? X4 

N = 2  S = l  21 21 24 24 26 26 24 24 
S=O 33 29 24 24 26 26 24 24 

N = 3  S = 2  138 146 146 139 139 146 I46 2 140 
s =  1 334 336 330 330 335 335 3% 330 

basis functions of definite spin and spatial symmetry. The Hamiltonian matrix blocks 
are determined eracrly in this symmetrized basis and diagonalized to obtain all of the 
eigenvalues and eigenstates. n b l e  4 summarizes the reduced block sizes of various 
irreaucibie represenrarions. 

4. Single-particle electronic structures 

In the thin-film case [6], we have seen that it is very important to have a thorough 
analysis of the single-particle electronic structure in order to interpret correctly 
the calculated photoemission spectrum and thus make sensible comparison with 
experimental results and draw correct conclusions about the many-body states in 
the system. The calculated single-particle energy levels of the surface structure at 
special symmetry points are summarized in table 5, together with the thin-film and 
bulk results for comparison. There are some common features in the thin-film and 
surface-energy spectra. They both have an energy-level split off the main body of the 
spectrum, which is caused by the anisotropic change of the local atomic environment 
experienced by the particles in mrious d orbitals [19] in the presence of surfaces; 
this split-off leads to a wider spread of the d band than in the bulk case. However, 
most of the d bands in the surface and thin-film case are narrower than the bulk 
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Ones due to the more localized character of particles at reduced dimensionality. A 
more detailed analysis reveals that there are also some important differences between 
the thin-film and surface results. Due to the symmetry reduction at the surface the 
split-off thin-film level of X, symmetly now further splits into two levels of xz and 
XI symmetry, separated by 1.15 eV: These two levels are nondegenerate (except spin) 
and can each accommodate only one electron (or hole) of each spin. 

n 

Tabk S. One-panicle energy levels (energies are in eV below the Fermi level of bulk Ni 
metal) of the {OX)  cc surface structure, together with the bulk and thin-film results. 
The numben in parentheses are degeneracies per spin. 

S"rfX.2 Thin film' Bulkb 

Energy Symmetry Energy Symmetly Energy Symmetry 

-1.169 
-0.022 
0.596 
0.950 
0.975 
1.063 
1.393 
1.610 
1.689 
2143 
2284 
3.162 
3.834 
4.593 
4.612 
4.692 

-1.223 
1.065 
1.173 
1.396 
1.407 
1.505 
1.883 
2.125 
2.367 
2.371 
3.795 
4.011 
4.280 

-0.01 
0.18 
0.92 
2.04 
3.81 
4.31 

'lb understand and correctly interpret the results obtained in a finite-basis 
calculation, a more realistic band picture is sometimes helpful and important. 
Similarly to the thin-film results, in the present restricted finite-basis surface case 
the two holes in the four-atom cluster sit on the highest electronic levels of xz and 
XI symmetry with the same spin orientation, i.e. in the minority-spin state, following 
Hund's rule. The Fermi level is thus at the x2 majority-spin level. This is actually an 
atomic point of view, i.e. a discrete-level picture. In fact, in a true crystalline solid, 
energy levels form energy bands; the top band in the surface case can accommodate 
four electrons (or holes) of each spin. In this case the two holes in the cluster will 
be in the minority-spin band, which is now half-filled. The majority-spin band is fully 
occupied by electrons and below the Fermi level. The Fermi level, on the other hand, 
will intersect the half-filled minority-spin hand. Therefore electrons uI lhe Femi level 
will be only of minority spin, opposite to what was found in the discrete-level picture. 
Thii means that in a spin-resolved but angle-inlegrated photoemission experiment the 
emitted electrons with the highest kinetic energy Will be of minority spin. On the 
other hand, the minority-spin band is only half-filled. Since the x level is at the top 
of the band, it is not occupied by minority-spin electrons. Thus the emitted electrom 
with the highest kinetic energy in an angle-resolved photoemission experiment with 

- 
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the angle corresponding to the x point in the surface Brillouin zone should be of 
majority spin, as predicted in the discrete-level picture. 

A general remark is now in order: while the finite-basis calculations can 
provide some accurate information on uniform and short-range properties, which 
can be referred to as ‘angle-resolved’ (corresponding to high-symmetry points in the 
reciprocal space) properties, some caution must be taken in making conclusions on 
angle-integrated, or long-range, properties. The band picture may help to interpret 
some angle-integrated properties calculated in a restricted finite basis. However, 
intrinsically long-range properties, such as phase transitions, are still out of reach of 
this type of finite-basis calculation. 

0 

5. Many-hndy electronic structure and photoemission spectrum 

Many-body correlations modify the single-particle electronic structure and create 
new features uniquely related to many-body effects. Photoemission measuremens 
provide a very useful probe of the electronic states. In its idealized realization, a 
single-particle picture photoemission spectrum is a direct measure of the electronic 
density of states. When many-body interactions are turned on, the picture becomes 
quite complex, because the interactions mix all one-particle levels and may cause 
redistribution of the spectral weights. The theoretical description and correct 
understanding of experimental observations require accurate many-body calculations, 
insightful interpretation of data and sophisticated matching of theory and experiment. 
The physical process involved in photoemission intrinsically short-ranged. Therefore 
it should be well described in the PSCA. 

For two holes in the tetrahedral cluster the Hamiltonian (2.1) yields accidentally 
degenerate many-body states of symmetries 3F2 and IF2. When the nearest-neighbour 
exchange is considered, SF, has lower energy and is henceforth considered to be the 
ground state. It is found to contain only holes from the x, and x2 one-particle levels 
and has zero probability of having two holes in the same site. As a consequence, 
there is no contribution from the on-site interactions to the ground-state energy. 

The density of many-body states (MBDos) is the best way to show the spectrum 
of energy eigenvaiues oi rne i-hmiironian. At eacn eigenvaiue [ZGj, a pmk oi wcignr 
equal to the degeneracy at that energy is plotted. Figure 1 shows the MBDOS of the 
Ni(001) surface structure. 

The photoemission process adds a third hole to the system. The one-electron 
density of (emitted) states is calculated by adding a hole to the two-hole ground state 
and projecting the result onto the eigenstates of the cluster with three holes. When 
a hole of particular spin and spatial symmetry is added, one obtains a spin- and 
angle-resolved density of states, i.e. the photoemission spectrum (PES). The results 
may be added to obtain the total d band PES. 

The photoemission spectrum is defined as 

FPE(~,PU)  = 1 I (Jk) l~puI$u)126(~ - J k )  + t u )  (5.1) 
k 

where is the kth eigenstate in the three-hole final-state manifold of the cluster, 
I$u) is the two-hole ground state, and dk) and tu are the corresponding eigenvalues. 
The operator cfiu destroys an electron or, equivalently, creates a hole on the orbital 
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0 . 0  

Figure 1. The eigenvalue speclmm, 
i.e. density of many-body states 
(MBDOS), of lhe Ni(OO1) surface 

.Q SIlUCtUTe. 
Energy lev1 

p (p  runs over the 20 d orbitals in the cluster) with spin (r in the ground state. 
From equation (5.1) one can obtain spin-, angle-, and energy-resolved as well as 
integrated PES results. It should he pointed out that equation (5.1) does not include 
the photoemitted electron state and photoexcitation factor p . A. AY a result, the 
peak profile of angle-resolved photoemission will be modified. However, the peak 
position of the spectrum is not affected. Furthermore, even peak intensity can be 
calculated reasonably well in this approach, as demonstrated in the bulk case [lo] 
whcre calculated results are compared with angle-resolved (corresponding to the 
X point) experimental results. Nevertheless, quantitative deviation caused by this 
approximation does exist. In the present work, the emphasis is on the effects resulting 
from strong short-range electron4ectron interactions, which is best handled by the 
approach used here. 

Figure 2 The lotal calculated photoemission 
spectmm (PES). The Fermi level (EF = 0.0 ev) 
b determined bj the surface electronic structure 
and raised by 1.169 eV relative to the bulk value. 
?he location of fhe lowest single-electron slate at 
Tf in the d band according to Ihe single-panicle 
calculation (see table 5) is denoted bj E,. 

Figure 3. The lotal spin-resolved PES. Solid lines 
mrrespond to the majorily-spin states and dashed 
lines lhe minorily-spin stales. 
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Figure 2 shows the total spin- and angle-integrated PES. Figure 3 is the total 
angle-integrated but spin-resolved PES. In all figures, the sharp lines characteristic 
of a finite system have been artificially broadened with Gaussian peaks of 0.3 eV 
half-width. It is obvious that the surface PES results are quite different from either 
the bulk or the thin-film ones. The most distinctive difference from the bulk result 
is the split-off peak of majority-spin character at the Fermi level. The spread of the 
spectrum is broader than in the bulk case; this is caused mainly by the change of 
the single-particle electronic structure at the surface. Another noticeable change is 
that the main peak in the ‘main l i e ’  part (i.e. the part with energy E > Eb, where 
Eb = -5.9 eV is the bottom of the spectrum predicted by single-particle calculations) 
is much broader and has a well-resolved double-peak structure. Comparing with the 
thin-film results, the surface PES is somewhat bulk-like except that there is a split-off 
peak at the Fermi level and the main body of the spectrum shifts toward higher 
binding energy. Both the split-off peak at the Fermi level and satellite part of the 
spectrum (i.e. E < Eb) have lower relative intensity; the former is the result of 
the different split-off pattern in the single-particle electronic structure and the latter 
an indication of correlation effects weaker at surfaces than in the thin film where 
particle motions are essentially confined in the two-dimensional slab. It can be seen 
in the spin-resolved PES that the spin polarization of the whole spectrum is weak, 
with the exception of the split-off peak at the Fermi level which is fully polarized in 
majority-spin orientation and the high-binding-energy side of the satellite peak. These 
differences in gross features in the surface PES from the bulk and thin-film results 
suggest that a detailed investigation of the surface PES be necessary in order to 
understand the many-body electronic structure at transition-metal surfaces probed by 
the photoemission technique. Furthermore, any study of many-body effects in more 
complex systems involving transition-metal surfaces, e.g. adsorption and interface 
systems, will require a clear understanding of the properties at the clean surfaces. It 
is the purpose of this work to provide the insight into the problems of the many-body 
effects in the PES and a starting point for further studies. 

A thorough analysis of the calculated results reveals some more detailed features 
in the PES of the Ni(001) surface. In the following we shall focus on the angle-resolved 
PES results. 

We first present in figure 4 the total spin-resolved PES corresponding to 
the T point, which should be compared with normal-emission surface-sensitive 
photoemission experiments. There is a well-resolved double-peak structure in the 
spectrum; the one at lower binding energy has higher spin polarization and larger 
exchange splitting and the one a t  higher binding energy has higher intensity but little 
spin polarization and exchange splitting. There is no spectral weight observed with 
binding energy less than about 0.76 eV. There is a satellite peak at about 6.4 eV 
below the Fermi level with a long tail into higher binding-energy part. This peak 
has quite strong spin polarization in majority-spin orientation and large exchange 
splitting, the result of the strong correlation between the majority- and minority-spin 
electrons (holes). 

point. 
There are more structures in this spectrum than in the case of the r point. The 
most noticeable feature is the surface-induced peak at the Fermi level. It is fully 
polarized in majority-spin orientation. A detailed analysis of the data shows that this 
peak comes completely from the contribution of states of x, symmetry. There are 
two broad peaks with some fine structures centred around -1.9 eV and -4.5 eV 

Shown in figure 5 is the total spin-resolved PES corresponding to the 
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Pigum 4 l l ~ h e  Spin--and angle-lesolved PES 
mmesponding to the r paint in the surface 
Brillouin wne. Solid lines m m p o n d  to the 
majority-spin slates and dashed lines the minority- 
spin slates. 

F lyre  5. ’The Spin- and angle-resolved PES 
mrresponding to the R point in lhe surface 
Brillouin zone. Solid lines orrespond to the 
majority-spin Slates and dashed lines the minority- 
spin sates. 

respectively. These two peaks have very weak spin polarizations and small exchange 
splittings. The satellite peak at around -8.0 eV has much higher intensity than the 
one in the T spectrum; it also has a large exchange splitting. 

Tabk 6. ’?be photoemission speclral weigh- pmjected onto the majority- and minority- 
spin Slates helonging to various irreducible reprewnlalions. Both sets ot the lesults 
calculated in the single-panicle and many-body approach are lisled. 

Single-particle PES weights 

Majority Minority Majority Minority 

Many-body P E 5  weights 

- rl 2.00 2w 4.00 4.08 
r2 4.00 4.w 2.04 2.04 

RI 3.00 3.00 2.92 1.97 

x,. % 4.00 4.w 3.92 3.88 

- 
- r,, F4 4.w 4.03 4.05 4.05 

% 2.00 2w 3.07 1.98 

As we have discussed above, many-body correlations can change the spectral 
weight distribution. It is interesting to have a more systematic study of the PES weight 
distribution. Shown in table 6 are the spin-resolved PES weights projected onto the 
states belonging to various irreducible representations, together with the one-particle 
results obtained from applying a Hubbard-model-like (mean-field) treatment to the 
interaction Hamiltonian, in which the single-particle energy levels are shifted by the 
exchange interaction into single-particle majority- and minority-spin levels. It can 
be clearly seen that many-body correlations yield pronounced redistribution of the 
spectral weights. Of particular interest is the increment in the electronic occupation 
at x2. This means that states that are nominally empty (or above the Fermi level) 
according to the single-particle calculations are actually occupied with appreciable 
probability by electrons. 
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Fkum 6 ?he angle-re-dved 5E-S projeded onto Figure 7. The angle-resolved PES projected _ _  onto 
states belonging to the rl (a), rz (b),  and r,, T r   state^ belonging to the XI (0). '?2 (b), and X,, X4 
(c) representations. (c) representations. 

'RI provide a better picture of the spectral weight redistribution, the energy 
resolved PES corresponding to the and Tf point are presented in figures 6 and 
7. These many-body results are qualitatively different from the single-particle ones 
(see tables 5 and 6) because in many-body systems configuration interactions mix 
all single-particle energy levels. A many-body theory is necessary to understand the 
photoemission spectrum and its implications on the many-body electronic structures 
of strongly correlated systems, such as the Ni(001) surface structure studied here. 

6. Conclusions 

The electronic structure of a strongly correlated transition-metal surface, a FCC 
Ni(001) surface, has been studied in an exactly soluble many-body periodic small- 
cluster approach. This approach incorporates both band-structure effects and many- 
body correlations on an equal footing. No perturbation theory was employed. The 
model is based on, but goes beyond, the local-density-approximation band-structure 
results. The anisotropic crystal-field and kinetic-energy effects at the surface have 
been taken into account. The solution provides accurate and detailed information 
about some important properties, particularly those induced by strong local many- 
body correlations. 

The many-body electronic structure of the Ni(001) surface has been calculated. 
The exact finite-basis calculations provide the full description of both the eigenvalues 
and eigenstates for the ground state as well as all excited states (in the restricted 
finite-dimensional Hilbert space), allowing the determination of any desired (uniform 
and short-ranged) correlation functions. Energy-, spin-, and angle-resolved as well 
as integrated photoemission spectra have been obtained and compared with the bulk 
and thin-film results. Some unique features associated with the surface structure have 
been identified. 

A surface-induced split-off peak with full spin polarization in majority-spin 
orientation has been observed at the Fermi level. It has the same origin as a similar 
peak found in the thin-film case [6]. However, the relative intensity of this peak 
and the overall distribution of the spectrum are quite different in the two cases due 
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to the modified single-particle electronic structure used in this work 1211. Detailed 
symmetry and energy level analysis shows that this peak comes completely from the 
contribution of the states of Tf, symmetry. A qualitative deviation of the symmetry- 
projected spectral weight distribution from the single-particle results has been found. 
A satellite peak with overall spin polarization in majority-spin orientation and large 
exchange splitting has also been found at around 8.0 eV below the Fermi level. 
Surface-sensitive, angle- and spin-resolved photoemission experiments should be able 
to test our results. 

The many-body electronic structure and photoemission spectrum reported in this 
contribution are quite interesting in its own right. Furthermore, these results may 
Serve as a starting point for studies of more complex surface-related phenomena, e.g. 
surface adsorption and interface problems involving transition metals. The theory can 
be further improved by considering the many-body coupling between surface layers 
and the substrate. Work along these lines will be pursued in the near future. 
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